
                                                     --Toy contains small balls 
and small parts. Not for children  under 3 yrs.



Game Rules 

Stadium Baseball is best played with a team of 1 on 1 or 2 on 2. More players may be added to your team but 
will reduce your individual play time.

Objective 
The objective of the game is to win by scoring more runs than the opponent.  Whichever team scores more runs by the bottom of the 9th 
inning wins. If both teams have the same score at the end of the 9th inning, play additional innings until one team wins.

Game Play 
Game starts by choosing a home team and an away team. The away team will be up to bat first, while the home team will pitch first. This 
order will rotate every inning.

The home team will position their field players strategically on the playfield to try to catch or stop a ball from scoring.

Each inning consists of a total of 6 outs, 3 outs per team per inning. 
Each field player has a built in magnet to catch or stop a ball that is hit at them. If a fielder has the ball in their glove no matter where 
he/she ends up, counts as an out. 

3 BALLS FOLLOWED BY A STRIKE = OUT 
3 STRIKES = OUT 
4 BALLS = WALK 
Homeruns can be hit by hitting the stadium ramp which will launch the ball to the upper level. 
A run is scored after a player touches each base and crosses over home plate 

Pitching Controls 
The pitcher has their choice of 3 speeds: slow (1), medium (2) & fast (3). Choose your speed which is marked on the large speed dial. 
Note: The pitch speed will NOT go faster by over twisting past the marked numbers.  
DO NOT TURN PAST THE MARKED NUMBERS OR IT MAY CAUSE DAMAGE TO YOUR UNIT.

Load the ball into the entry hole behind the scoreboard, choose your speed for Fast Ball, Curve Ball or Change Up. 
Control the direction of the pitch with the left Action Knob. Game Advantage: If Action Knob is turned all the way to the right or left, this 
will engage the playfield to lift up, causing a curve ball effect. Use the speed medium (2) for best results.

Batter Controls 
Slide the batter tray out from storage position. Pull back the bat until it clicks into locking position. 
Press the red button to release bat to swing at the ball; Repeat after each swing. 


